"On-off" thermocontrol of solute transport. I. Temperature dependence of swelling of N-isopropylacrylamide networks modified with hydrophobic components in water.
The swelling in water, as a function of temperature, of two series of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) polymer networks was studied. In the first series, n-butylmethacrylate (BMA) was copolymerized with NIPAAm, and in the second, polytetramethylene ether glycol (PTMEG) was incorporated into NIPAAm network as a chemically independent interpenetrating network. With increasing BMA content in the poly(NIPAAm-co-BMA) network, the gel collapse point was lowered and the gels deswelled in a more gradual manner with increasing temperature. In the interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN) system, the gel collapse point was not significantly changed by the amount of incorporated PTMEG. In DSC thermograms of swollen samples, the shape and onset temperature of the endothermic peak corresponded to the gel deswelling behavior and gel collapse point. The temperature dependence of equilibrium swelling in water was shown to be a function of the gel composition in both network series. The synthesized networks formed a dense surface layer as the temperature increased past the gel collapse point. This dense layer retarded water efflux and thereby resulted in water pockets at the membrane surface.